
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 Business English Courses 

 35 lessons per week 

 Beginner to Advanced level 

 Lesson duration: 45 minutes 
 

 

 

 

This programme provides Executive English for those in top to middle management and focuses on 

exploring the English language with specific reference to you profession and work environment. It is a 

one-to-one course which deals solely with your personal situation, and we aim to maximise your learning 

growth and potential. Your trainer will accompany you for lunch during the week, which will enable you to 

practise the language in real-life situations and various settings. Choose an APP course alongside 

cultural activities organised by inlingua Malta ensuring you enjoy a fun-filled holiday whilst learning 

English in Malta. 
 

 

 

 

 

Also includes: 

 Course book 

 inlingua stationery pack 

 morning refreshments 

 daily lunch with your teacher 

 daily newspaper 

 One excursion per week 
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The APP modules are a range of programmes dedicates to specific topics and required skills. Learners 

from an Intermediate level of English can select from 20 specialized modules according to their interest or 

specific needs. The courses equip learners with skills necessary to deal with real-world business 

situations by introducing genuine and versatile language practiced in authentic contexts. All modules, 

except for the Business Correspondence Module, are complemented with an audio CD containing 

engaging listening material which provides opportunities for specific language practice. They are also 

supported by on-line material through the iOL allowing self-study and reinforcement of what would have 

been learnt at school providing a blended learning approach. 

 

Here's the list of modules which can be integrated into the APP course : 
    

 Banking   Meetings 

 Business Correspondence  Negotiating 

 Business Writing  Presentations 

 Finance  Real Estate 

 Human Resources  Socializing across cultures 

Interview Skills  Telephoning 

Managing Successful Meetings  Travel and Tourism 

 

 

 

 

ACCELERATED PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMME 35  
Price starts from:  €1,100 (per week) 

Recommended for ages:  Adults 
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